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“ Technology alone delivers no value. It’s the 
combination of a clear strategy, the right 
technology, high-quality data, appropriate  
skills and lean processes that adds up to  
create value. Any weak link in this chain will  
lead to poor value delivery.”  
McKinsey & Co, June 2013
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Most professionals still practice in the way they have for centuries –  
described by Mitch Kowalski as “a labour-intensive process carried  
out by high-priced people billing by the hour”.

One of the most significant changes over the past decade has been the 
emergence of what is commonly referred to as ‘social media’ – LinkedIn, 
Twitter, Facebook, etc. As a result of these new tools, the ‘hallowed 
tower’ is being replaced by online knowhow; the book-lined office by  
a pop-up desk; and the management consultant by a YouTube video. 
When combined with other digital technologies, such as email, telephone 
and wider use of the Internet, it is clear that the world is undergoing  
a fundamental shift in how communication takes place, how relationships 
develop and how value is delivered.

We have now entered an era where savvy clients, alternative business 
models and emerging technologies are creating new opportunities 
for innovative professional firms. Some managers are ignoring these 
opportunities; others are integrating the new tools closely into the daily 
life of the firm. Approaches vary by sector and case studies usually focus 
on a few, carefully chosen examples – designed to inspire and excite. 
This report aims to fill what is believed to be a major gap in knowledge 
over management attitudes towards digital and social technologies. 

Used effectively, these technologies are a fantastic way to increase 
internal and external interactions, relationships, collaboration and 
productivity – in the process helping to grow a firm’s reputation, 
revenues and profitability. However, management needs to constantly 
review the impact of these fast-moving tools and to organise suitable 
interventions. The alternative is likely to be a train crash, caused mainly 
by an acute mismatch of purposes and outcomes.

Executive Summary
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Digital technologies in context
•  Digital experts view phones, emails and social media as being 

equally relevant.
• By contrast, digital novices give a far lower ranking to social media.
•  Over 90% use the tools to collaborate with others during working 

hours – 30% for half or more of the time. 40% have done so for more 
than two years.

•  Articles, discussions with co-workers and trial & error are preferred  
to formal training. 

•  Significant confusion exists over whether clients attribute more  
or less value to face-to-face interactions in a digital world.

Relevance and usage of digital technologies
•  Digital experts are winning the relevance argument over use of  

the tools for external interactions but not for internal conversations
•  The primary usage is marketing to prospects with building brand/

image and attracting new clients being the key areas of focus. 
•  Twitter is seen as the top channel for marketing, with LinkedIn the 

most popular for interactions.
•  Respondents are predicting limited changes from current usage 

levels despite living in a world characterised by disruptive change.

Evaluation and outcomes
•  Obtaining new instructions from clients is perceived to be the most 

highly valued outcome, yet the volume of such instructions is low.
•  By contrast, helping the firm to achieve its client care and wider 

objectives are seen as the least valuable outcomes. 
•  18% of management intend to increase the digital budget by over 

10%, yet only 7% of marketing expect such an increase. 
•  There is a noticeable lack of sharing of KPI analytics with MPs and 

practice leaders despite their critical role in practice development.

Key Findings
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Matching purposes and outcomes
•  The survey indicates a profound mismatch between the purposes 

and desired outcomes of using these tools.

•  The primary purpose is seen as building awareness; the primary 
outcome as new instructions. This is a dangerous mismatch as it 
is likely to result in unreasonable expectations and the very real 
possibility of marketing being left holding the baby.

Seven priorities for management (to avoid the crash)
• Clarify purposes and set investment criteria based on true costs.
• Ensure KPI tracking data is being shared with relevant people.
• Assess the impact on the firm as digital novices become experts.
• Develop interventions that lead to desired behaviours.
• Integrate the tools with other communication channels.
• Use the tools to increase internal collaboration and productivity.
•  Clarify the contribution of the tools to business strategy and 

measuring personal performance.
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Putting Digital  
Technologies in Context

90% of respondents 
collaborate with others 
through digital and social 
technologies during 
working hours

90%

Over 90% of respondents collaborate with others through digital and social 
technologies during working hours – 20% for around half the time and 10% for 
the majority of the time. 40% have done so for more than two years. While over 
70% spend time working from home – 90% for a minority of their time – there is no 
correlation between use for home working and marketing purposes. Social media 
has definitely become an accepted and integrated part of doing business.

Preferred channels
Chart 1 shows that face-to-face meetings remain easily the most important 
communication channel, followed by phone and email; with social media seen as 
least relevant – for both internal and client interactions.

Chart 1 also shows that digital experts view phone, email and social media as 
being equally relevant in dealing with clients. This has important implications for 
management given that it appears inevitable that more people will become digital 
experts in the future.

Chart 1 Preferred communication channels

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Meeting colleagues   3.15 
face-to-face  2.60  
   2.45 

Meeting clients   3.94 
face-to-face  3.35 
   3.34 

Using e-mail   4.12 
with colleagues  3.87 
   3.93 

Using the phone   3.71 
with colleagues  4.10 
   3.65 

Using the phone  4.42 
with clients  4.13 
   4.18 

Using e-mail  4.52 
with clients  4.32 
   4.32 

Using social media   5.00 
for work purposes  5.83  
   6.57 

Using social media  6.70 
for social purposes  7.27 
   7.46 

      
     Digital expert       Working knowledge       Digital novice

Low HighRanking
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Impact on face-to-face meetings
Chart 2 shows that there is considerable confusion over whether the value of face-
to-face interactions has increased, decreased or remained the same as a result  
of the introduction of digital and social technologies.

Digital novice 

Working knowledge 

Digital expert 

 
     Value of F2F up        No change in value of F2F        Value of F2F down

Chart 2 Changes in value of face-to-face interactions

% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Chart 2 also shows that digital experts are more likely to see the value of face-to-
face interactions as reducing. As this has important implications for management 
when selecting the optimal mix of communication tools across a firm, verbatim 
comments were sought on the reasons behind individual responses:

•  A number felt that meetings had become unproductive and disorganised with 93% 
believing that they waste time in meetings – 25% for around half the time. They felt 
that the value is still there but digital and social tools help to focus and prioritise. 
Importantly, the majority felt that the tools are useful in setting up meetings.

“ More can be achieved in WELL PLANNED face-to-face communications as people 
are overwhelmed with the volume of digital comms these days. The challenge is 
that there are meetings that are not well planned.”

“ These days time is precious and face-to-face meetings take time to set up and 
execute. As a result, you need to be more certain about who you plan to meet  
face-to-face and why. Digital communications (phone, email, social media) help  
you qualify and determine which face-to-face meetings are worth investing in.”

•  Developing this further, a significant number of respondents commented on the 
role that social and digital technologies play in not only improving face-to-face 
meetings and relationships but also building them from the start.

“ I find the increase of social media use has made it easier for me to establish 
contact at the right level in the right context either via LinkedIn, discussion groups 
or common groups with potential contacts. Sometimes this has enabled and 
quickened the speed of arranging a face-to-face that is valuable. This means that 
the time I spend in face-to-face meetings is less speculative but far more valuable 
but nevertheless necessary in establishing good, strong contacts.”

“ Investing in one or two good person-to-person meetings helps establish  
a QUALITY relationship which then means that digital and phone communications 
can be exploited to the full and with maximum efficiency.”

93% believe that they waste  
time in meetings

93%
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•  A small number of respondents felt that face-to-face meetings are significantly  
less valuable since the advent of digital and social technologies. 

“ The value of face-to-face meetings has decreased because technology allows  
us to achieve our work goals via more focused communication. For me now, face- 
to-face is really not about work, but about covering off what technology cannot  
do when it comes to working relationships, eg. just getting to know people.”

•  Relatively few observed that communications are about relationships (as opposed 
to sharing information). One respondent may believe that: “Personal relationships 
are the bedrock of digital technologies” but a more popular viewpoint is that: 
“Clients want to see the whites of your eyes; they want to be given time to get their 
point across and to hear your advice as a whole not drip fed communications  
in e-mails or long letters that they don’t have time to review.”

•  One response links things together well: “As more and more of our interaction is 
not face-to-face, it becomes increasingly important to make the face-to-face time 
count and use it to create the connections needed to sustain online relationships.”

Perhaps the most alarming aspect of these verbatim comments is a theme that runs 
throughout this report, namely the apparent lack of appreciation of the role of digital 
and social tools in enhancing relationships and interactions with a view to generating 
client instructions.
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Current and anticipated usage
Chart 3 shows that the main purpose of digital and social technologies is awareness 
and knowledge:

Chart 4 shows that awareness and knowledge are also the primary current and 
anticipated usage for most channels:

A big surprise from Chart 4 is the significant projected growth in Facebook usage 
across all areas of activity. This suggests a significant shift into more flexible ways of 
working and greater appreciation of the importance of one-to-one relationships. An 
analysis by type of firm suggests some confusion by management over how to use 
these tools. Further information on the main usages for each channel is available  
at Appendix 2. 

Understanding  
the relevance and usage  
of digital technologies

52% of respondents surveyed 
anticipated usage 12 months 
from now with Facebook

52%

Chart 3  Purpose of digital marketing activity

Marketing activity 

Building brand/ 
image

Attracting new  
clients

Retaining
existing clients

Search engine 
optimisation strategy

Client care

Primary purpose 

Awareness 
and knowledge

Awareness 
and knowledge

Interactions
and relationships

Awareness
and knowledge

Interactions and 
relationships

% Current usage

95

85

65

61

21

 
Channel 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Chart 4  Primary usage of digital channels

Primary usage  
for my firm 

Interactions with 
prospective clients

Marketing to  
prospects

Sharing  
knowledge

Marketing to  
prospects

Marketing to  
prospects

Marketing to  
prospects

77
77

75
79

41
45

45
63

40
52

21
33

% Current usage
% Anticipated usage in 12 months from now
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Survey responses were also used to derive overall growth rates for each channel. 
LinkedIn showed a modest overall 5% growth rate, compared with 13% for Twitter, 
27% for blogs, 35% for Facebook, 39% for YouTube and 89% for Google+. Further 
information on overall growth rates by channel for different types of firm is available 
at Appendix 3.

Marketing – relevance and usage
Chart 5 shows a wide range of views over the extent to which digital and social tools 
are seen as an essential pre-condition for marketing, ranging from 46% of those 
in business services and support (per digital experts) to just 15% of delivery team 
members (per digital novices or those with a working knowledge). 

40% of firms have been using the tools for marketing purposes for more than two 
years, with a further 40% between 12 months and two years; and 20% for up to a 
year. The surprising insight from Chart 6 is that Twitter is the most popular channel 
for marketing and sharing knowledge, with strong growth in usage anticipated.

Google+ showed an 
89% increase

Digital expert 
 
 
 

Working knowledge 
 
 
 

Digital novice 
 
 
 
 

      
    Leadership         Management         Delivery team         Business services

89%

Chart 6 – Usage of most popular channels for marketing and knowledge

Chart 6 Usage of most popular channels for marketing and knowledge

 Most popular      % Current usage
 channel      % Anticipated usage in 12 months from now 
 
Marketing    75
to prospects  79

Marketing to    70
existing clients  77

Sharing   60 
knowledge  63

Finding  54
knowledge  61

Chart 5 Perceived importance of digital tools for marketing

5040302010%
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38% of firms have a predominantly informal social media/digital marketing 
strategy; 36% use a section-wide strategy; with 26% providing formal support  
to individual delivery team members. The main challenges are seen (in order of 
overall importance) as: a lack of people resources; cultural attitudes; and a lack of 
understanding by delivery teams. As regards the most important barriers:

•  Law firms cite cultural attitudes whereas other sectors cite financial restrictions, 
delivery team and senior management understanding. 

•  Marketing experts cite a lack of understanding by delivery teams, whereas 
management cites a lack of people resource.

Interactions – relevance and usage
McKinsey observes in their July 2012 whitepaper ‘The Social Economy’ that 
knowledge workers average 28 hours weekly on writing emails, searching for 
information and collaborating with others. McKinsey comments that more  
effective interactions through adopting ‘organisational technologies’ would  
result in increases of 20% to 25% in productivity, but this requires management  
to develop and implement a strategy that “brings about radical change  
in technologies, management practices and organisational behaviour.”

Chart 7 shows that the level of digital expertise determines the extent to which 
digital and social tools are seen as an essential precondition for both internal 
and external interactions. Experts clearly feel that the tools make a significant 
contribution to commercial success; novices see things differently. 

As regards usage, Chart 8 shows that LinkedIn is expected to remain the default 
channel in the next year for both internal and external interactions – although its 
lack of anticipated growth suggests that it may be overtaken by new channels 
given there is every reason to expect the same level of disruptive change in the 
future as has been the case over the past few years.

71% of digital experts 
use digital and social 
technologies as  
a precondition for 
commercial success

71%
8070605040302010

Chart 7  Importance of digital tools for interactions and commercial success

Digital and social 
technologies are an 
essential precondition for: %

Commercial success 
 
 

Interactions with  
prospective clients 
 

Interactions with other  
external audiences 
 

Interactions with  
existing clients 
 

Interactions between  
delivery team members 
 

Interactions between  
management team  
members 

      
      Digital expert         Working knowledge         Digital novice

71
52
19

71
53
24

71
49
22

59
41
22

33
29
5

25
24
5
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Enhancing digital expertise
Formal training is the typical management reaction when capability gaps are 
encountered. However, this route may prove ineffective for enhancing digital 
expertise given that the survey indicates that the vast majority of respondents 
prefer articles, discussions with co-workers, and trial & error to formal training. 
This suggests that an internal campaign, promoting the sharing of information and 
conversations, is more likely to bring about the required changes in behaviours. 

Chart 9 shows that while marketing professionals are more likely to be digital 
experts than management, only 22% of management describe themselves as 
digital novices.

While no data is available on the extent to which senior members of delivery teams 
would describe themselves as digital experts, anecdotal evidence indicates that 
the proportion of novices is far higher for this group than for those in management 
or marketing roles. This suggests that management needs to encourage such 
people to accept that junior people or those not involved in delivery teams may be 
best placed to act as their personal mentors on the journey from novice to expert.

Only 22% of management describe 
themselves as digital novices

22%

8070605040302010

Chart 8  Usage of LinkedIn for internal and external interactions

%Interaction 

With prospective clients 
 

With peers 
 

With existing clients 
 

With outside experts 
 

Internally on social issues 
 

Internally on client issues 
 

Internally on  
management issues 
 

 
     Current LinkedIn usage      Anticipated usage in 12 months from now

80 90 10070605040302010

Chart 9  Level of digital expertise for marketing and management

%

Management 
 

Marketing 
 

 
      Digital expert          Working knowledge          Digital novice

77
77

74
74

68
67

67
74

21
19

15
15

11
12
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Preferred outcomes
Chart 10 shows that the most highly valued outcomes of using digital and social 
technology tools according to both marketing and management are perceived to 
be new instructions. This is curious given the clear message from the survey that 
the main purpose of using these tools is seen as awareness, combined with a 
vast body of evidence from the world of advertising that new work is an irrelevant 
metric when measuring the effectiveness of awareness campaigns. 

Chart 11 shows that the least valued outcomes are helping a firm achieve its 
client care and wider objectives. This overlooks the critical role of relationships, 
collaboration and interactions in generating instructions. 

Evaluating and Sharing 
the Outcomes of Digital 
Technologies

As perceived for: 

#1 outcome  
per marketing 

#1 outcome  
per management 

#2 outcome per 
marketing 

#2 outcome per  
management

Chart 10  Outcomes perceived to be of highest value

As perceived for: 

#7 outcome  
per marketing 

#7 outcome  
per management 

#6 outcome  
per marketing 

#6 outcome per 
management

Chart 11  Outcomes perceived to be of least value

Leadership 

Obtaining new  
instructions from clients 

Shaping the public 
perception of the firm 

Engagement 
 

Obtaining new  
instructions from clients

Delivery team

Obtaining new 
instructions from clients 

Reach 
 

Return on investment 
 

Obtaining new 
instructions from clients

Business services 

Reach 
 

Reach 
 

Obtaining new 
instructions from clients 

Obtaining new 
instructions from clients

Leadership 

Helping firm achieve 
its wider objectives 

Reach 
 

Achieving firm’s client 
care objectives 

Achieving firm’s client 
care objectives

Delivery team 

Helping firm achieve 
its wider objectives 

Achieving firm’s client 
care objectives 

Achieving firm’s client 
care objectives 

Helping firm achieve 
its wider objectives

Business services 

Helping firm achieve  
its wider objectives 

Helping firm achieve  
its wider objectives 

Achieving firm’s client 
care objectives 

Engagement

New instructions
Given the extent of current usage of the tools, it would be surprising if some new 
work did not result, but the proportion is small compared with other sources, with 
Chart 12 showing that just 6% of respondents report more than 25 new clients in 
the past year, and 3% more than 25 new instructions from existing clients.
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5040302010

Chart 12  New work attributed to digital tools

%

Formal tracking 
 

Informal tracking 
 

More than 25 instructions 
 

Between six and  
25 instructions 

Fewer than five  
instructions 

No instructions 
 

 
     New clients       Existing clients

40
28

32
44

6
3

16
16

36
27

13
19

Extra work should flow when less emphasis is placed on awareness and more 
on quality conversations, relationships and interactions. Channel choice has 
some impact, but the key driver for commercial success is always going to be the 
relevance of the messaging – a marketing team pushing out bland messages with 
no involvement from industry specialists is usually counter-productive. 

Supporting practice development
Digital tools permit extensive analysis across a wide range of metrics such as 
traffic, reach, engagement and links. 85% of firms are collecting and analysing 
this external data, with some combining it with internal metrics such as new work 
into sophisticated dashboards. However, collecting and analysing data is a fairly 
pointless exercise unless insights are being formally shared in an appropriate way 
with those that need to know. 

Notwithstanding that interactions and relationships are fundamental to developing 
new business and therefore vital areas for practice group leaders and managing 
partners, Chart 13 shows that few leaders are receiving relevant analytics.

Chart 13  Extent KPI analytics are being shared with leaders

Extent KPI analytics are being shared with:

Website traffic 

Reach 

Engagement 

New clients 

Inbound links 

New work from  
existing clients

Extent data 
formally 
collected

73

61

60

40

37

28

KPI % CEO/MP

31

26

22

29

12

24

Practice 
leaders

25

22

20

29

15

23

Management 
team

50

46

41

53

25

42

Just 
marketing

36

34

34

19

33

15

Just 6% of respondents 
report more than 25 new 
instructions attributed to 
digital tools in the past year

6%
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The proportion of practice leaders and managing partners that are receiving 
relevant analytics on new clients and conversations (‘engagement’) is as little as 
10%, reducing to 6% for new work for existing clients. These figures are calculated 
by multiplying the proportion of firms that collect data (85%) by the proportion for 
specific KPIs (range 73% to 28% per Chart 13) and by the proportion that analytics 
are being shared (range 31% to 12% per Chart 13). These can only be described 
as shocking statistics.

Investment
Chart 14 shows that 50% of firms currently allocate a modest 1% to 5% of their 
cash marketing budget to digital and social tools. This is unsurprising given most 
tools are free. As regards next year’s budget, management is generally expecting 
to increase it by more than is expected by marketing. Perhaps this is the strongest 
example, coming from this report, of a need for management and marketing  
to start talking to each other more.

Measuring cash budgets alone is misleading and myopic. The true cost of using 
these tools is best measured by reference to the value of the time that might 
otherwise be spent delivering services to clients. This can be significant if delivery 
teams are actively interacting with clients and prospects. It can also be counter-
productive if clients receive the impression that time wasting is permitted and thus 
the firm is neither cost conscious nor well-managed.

Hurtling towards a brick wall?
The lack of communication runs far deeper than budget setting. It is nowhere more 
significant than in comparing the preferred outcome (‘new client instructions’) 
with the primary purpose (‘awareness’). This is compounded by firms not sharing 
relevant KPI analytics with key audiences and not considering ‘conversations’  
and ‘client care’ to be priorities – even though interactions are far more likely to 
result in instructions than awareness campaigns.

50% of firms currently 
allocate a modest  
1% to 5% of their cash 
marketing budget to  
digital and social tools

50% Share of marketing  
budget/growth rate 
 

Nothing 
 

1% to 5% 
 

6% to 10% 
 

Over 10% 
 

Not sure 
 

 
     Per marketing                 Per management

Chart 14  Current and future investment in digital tools

Current level of  
cash investment 

15 

50 

12 

8
 

15

Expected growth in cash budget next year

40302010%%

36
18

21
22

14
12

7
18

22
30
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If management allows these mismatches to continue, marketing may well be left 
holding the baby in the resulting ‘train crash’. To prevent this unfortunate outcome, 
management needs to address the following issues as a matter of urgency: 

1.  Clarify the purposes and set criteria for investing time and financial resources 
into digital and social tools, based on the true cost of each tool when evaluated 
against alternatives. 

2.  Ensure KPI data is shared with CEOs and those that lead distinct practice 
groups to ensure everyone has the data needed to take the right decisions.

3.  Assess the impact as digital novices become experts, and decide whether 
to speed up the conversion. If so, focus on peer-to-peer support, internal 
communication campaigns, and using junior people as mentors.

4.  Identify ways to eliminate silos and increase collaboration/productivity through 
smarter integration across communication channels.

5.  Appoint an ambassador for emerging technologies with an ability to participate 
in board room discussions over the firm’s business strategy. 

6.  Use digital tools and analytics to support the setting of personal goals and for 
formal measurement of personal performance. 

Finally, addressing these issues is not just about resolving a potential problem. 
Used effectively, digital and social technologies are a fantastic way to increase 
internal and external interactions, relationships, collaboration and productivity -  
in the process helping to grow any firm’s reputation, revenues and profitability.
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Appendix 1 – Survey background
The survey was sent to management team members and marketing experts 
at professional firms worldwide, with questions on the relevance, usage and 
perceived value of ‘digital and social technologies’ in improving interactions with 
clients and between those at a firm. The opportunity was also taken to explore 
the current state of digital marketing in the professions. Terms such as ‘digital 
marketing’ or ‘social media’ were avoided whenever possible in the copy  
to encourage those that might consider themselves to be digital novices to feel  
that they had a voice.

Demographics:
•  Respondents – 190, of which 84% currently use the tools for marketing purposes.

•  Capacity – 49% management team (including CEOs and practice leaders);  
45% marketing; 6% other in-house.

•  Responding on behalf of – 76% firm wide; 11% one or more countries;  
13% city/department/group.

•  Firm sector – 46% Law; 21% accountancy; 16% consultancy; 9% property.

•  Firm footprint – 47% global; 15% capital city; 16% national firm; 14% regional 
multi-office; 8% regional single-site .

•  Personal location – 82% UK; 5% USA; 3% Canada; 10% other countries.

•  Seniority – 23% CEO/Chair/Practice group leader; 27% COO/Director; 37% 
Manager; 8% Co-ordinator.

•  Expertise – 60% marketing; 12% general management; 21% specific 
management disciplines; 7% delivery teams.

•  Digital expertise – 24% of respondents described themselves as experts;  
64% as having a working knowledge; and 15% as novices.

Appendices
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Appendix 2 – Current and expected usage by specific channel

Aim 

Internal interaction on  
client issues 

Internal interaction  
on management issues 

Internal interaction  
on social issues 

Interaction with  
existing clients 

Interaction with  
prospective clients 

Interaction with peers 
 

Interaction outside  
experts 

Marketing  
to existing clients 

Marketing to prospects 
 

Finding knowledge 
 

Sharing knowledge 
 

Average

Year
%

Current 
In 12 months 

Current 
In 12 months 

Current 
In 12 months 

Current 
In 12 months 

Current 
In 12 months 

Current
In 12 months

Current
In 12 months

Current
In 12 months

Current
In 12 months

Current
In 12 months

Current
In 12 months

Current
In 12 months

Facebook
%

3.60
4.60

0.90
5.60

16.10
19.40

16.10
21.30

19.60
26.90

23.20
25.90

8.00
21.30

26.80
37.00

40.20
51.90

20.50
28.70

24.10
25.90

18.10
24.41

Twitter
%

10.60
9.70

4.30
9.00

16.10
20.70

54.70
60.00

62.70
69.70

54.00
60.70

51.60
64.80

70.20
76.60

74.50
79.30

43.50
53.80

60.20
63.40

45.67
51.61

YouTube
%

3.40
7.30

4.20
7.30

5.10
10.50

27.10
32.30

30.50
41.10

23.70
32.30

18.60
34.70

42.40
57.30

44.90
62.90

30.50
34.70

33.90
46.00

24.03
33.31

LinkedIn
%

14.90
14.80

10.90
12.30

20.60
19.40

68.00
67.10

76.60
77.40

74.30
74.20

67.40
73.50

69.70
72.90

73.70
79.40

54.30
60.60

55.40
63.20

53.25
55.89

Blogging
%

8.90
9.20

7.30
11.70

10.60
13.30

28.50
36.70

32.50
45.80

26.80
33.30

26.80
40.00

35.00
45.00

39.00
48.30

26.80
33.30

41.50
45.00

25.79
32.87

Google+
%

1.90
3.20

1.90
4.20

3.70
4.20

7.50
21.10

9.30
25.30

11.20
18.90

9.30
24.20

16.80
28.40

20.60
32.60

17.80
27.40

15.90
29.50

10.54
19.91
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Appendix 3 – Expected annual growth in usage by specific channel  
for type of firm, role and digital expertise

Facebook
%

34.86

7.68

108.40

76.78
 
43.89

14.66

13.18

51.19

97.97

18.51

51.44

29.94

29.61

42.96

27.41

Overall growth as % (see note) 

By demographic: 
 
Global firms 

Capital city firms 

National firms 

Regional firms – multiple offices 

Regional firms – single office 

Accountancy firms 

Law firms 

Property firms 

Consultancy firms 

Management team 

Marketing experts 

Digital experts 

Working knowledge 

Digital novices

Twitter
%

13.00

11.10

41.43

27.65

-1.30

-2.88

11.31

12.01

7.32

14.45

16.86

13.54

8.33

13.02

20.39

YouTube
%

38.63

45.96

212.35

-0.03

7.55

59.53

30.50

46.70

42.75

38.13

44.11

38.51

34.31

35.99

62.93

LinkedIn
%

4.95

7.27

16.85

3.34

-4.41

-3.22

-0.17

7.21

-1.88

4.35

9.20

8.33

3.22

3.27

15.37

Blogging
%

27.46

27.81

180.31

7.69

-0.09

18.42

2.44

37.61

-32.68

34.75

31.56

17.81

11.42

25.88

81.03

Google+
%

88.96

178.34

62.27

22.40

28.73

221.88

99.37

77.48

106.04

91.56

157.83

58.84

72.79

79.73

191.18

Note: Overall channel growth has been calculated by 
averaging the difference between current and expected 
usage across each aim (as listed in Appendix 2).
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Appendix 4 – Key contributors and further information

Further information

Managing Partners’ Forum 
/ PM Forum
422 Salisbury House,
London Wall, London
EC2M 5QQ, UK
+44 (0)20 7786 9786
www.mpfglobal.com
www.pmforumglobal.com
richard@pmint.co.uk

Elephant Creative
High Street, Northleach,  
GL54 3EU, UK
+44 (0)1451 861804
www.elephantcreative.co.uk
helen@elephantcreative.co.uk

Mytton Williams
1-4 Daniel Mews, Bath,
BA2 6NG, UK
+44 (0)1225 476 476
www.myttonwilliams.co.uk
bob@myttonwilliams.co.uk

The survey was designed, findings analysed and this Report drafted by Richard 
Chaplin and Helen Hammond, assisted by the team at MPF. The Report has been 
designed by Bob Mytton and his team at Mytton Williams.

Richard Chaplin, Founder & CEO, Managing Partners’ Forum and PM Forum
Gatekeeper to thousands of decision-takers worldwide, Richard brings his 
leadership, energy, enthusiasm and creativity to any project, combined with well-
honed people and topic selection skills. A chartered accountant, Richard worked 
for 12 years at KPMG in delivery and management roles before founding MPF 
and PM Forum in the early 90s. Each provides a wide range of services to help 
members do a better job. MPF also represents the professions to key audiences. 

Helen Hammond, Managing Consultant, Elephant Creative
After ten years working in law firms and chambers in the UK, Helen set up 
Elephant Creative to take a different approach to professional services marketing. 
Elephant Creative is a full-service, virtual agency, drawing together niche experts 
in their fields and creating truly specialist client teams. Working with firms in the 
UK and US, Helen specialises in delivering common-sense, practical advice, 
focused on clear business development objectives.

Bob Mytton, Founder & Creative Director, Mytton Williams
Bob has worked with professional services for over 25 years, helping national and 
international organisations communicate their brand. In 1996 he set up Mytton 
Williams, an independent design studio specialising in brand communications. 
Designing brands with intelligent simplicity – well thought-through ideas that are 
simple, beautiful and effective. Combining the rational and the emotional in a 
distinctive way, clients get a thoughtful approach to design, building brands that 
pack a powerful emotional punch.

Copyright © Practice Management International LLP 2013. All rights reserved.
This Report or any content therein can be copied and redistributed on an unlimited basis  
provided suitable reference is made to the Report and a link included to the MPF website  
(www.mpfglobal.com). 


